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The Author: Fiona Geiser

Fiona first learned how to simplify as a teenager. Her model was Emily
Dickenson who wrote poetry using as few words as possible. So, Fiona
would limit her own poems to just the words she needed to communicate
her feelings. This booklet is about how Fiona applies that skill to painting
with pastels. It is dedicated to her seven grandchildren who love to paint.

Front Cover: “Curious William” pastel by Fiona Geiser
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1. Getting Started
All that I needed to get started painting with pastels is shown in Fig. 1
pastel pencils -

pastel chalks -

sketch book

Also, I needed to decide on a simple goal that I wanted to accomplish. For
example, my only goal in drawing the dog head in Fig. 1 was to see if I
could even do it with just a few inexpensive pastel pencils and chalks. To
my surprise, the experiment worked and I now had a nice portable kit for
myself and for my grandchildren.

Fig. 1 .

Pastel equipment
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2. DRAWING SHADOWS
Artists often paint from a “Still Life” as shown in Fig. 2 where they totally
control the subject matter and the lighting. I don’t know about you, but it
was really hard for me to be curious about painting a bunch of fruit
(much of which I ended up eating). But, I did want to see if I could draw
the shadows created by the lamp. To my surprise the shadows made
the painting more realistic. That sparked my curiosity about shadows
and I started seeing them EVERYWHERE. My favorite shadows were in
the boardwalk in Fig. 3. Can you find all the shadows on the boards,
ground, tree? Also, notice how your eye fools you into thinking
that the boards get smaller the further back?

Fig. 2. Still Life by Fiona Geiser (photo on left; pastel on right)

Fig. 3. Boardwalk by Fiona Geiser (photo on left; pastel on right)
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Fig. 4 is an approach I learned to use to quickly draw an apple in 4 steps. I
did it so many times that I could draw an apple with my eyes closed. Why
don’t you try it? This exercise takes less than 5 minutes to do. First of
all, I pick out 4 colors – dark red, medium red, light red (pink actually), and
yellow. You can choose any colors you want as long as they go from dark
to light. Then, since apples are not always round, I use the darkest color to
draw the sides of a hexagon like a diamond. Then, in step 2, I color in the
right side of the diamond and the apple stem with the dark chalk, followed
by the medium red chalk in step 3, finishing up with the pink chalk. The
yellow chalk adds some highlights around the stem and on the top of the
apple. Looks sort of like an apple – don’t you think?

Fig. 4 Draw an apple in 4 steps.
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3. PAINTING PEOPLE AND BIRDS
Now that I could see and draw shadows, I became fearless about what
subject I would tackle such as the beautiful girl in Fig. 5. Can you find the
shadows on her nose, smile, chin and neck?

Fig. 5. “The Painter” pastel by Fiona Geiser
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Then, I tackled painting the Sandpiper bird in Fig 6. Can you find the
water reflection of the bird? Look for the reflection of the beak.
Reflections are weird in that they actually show the underside belly of the
bird like a mirror.
Sandpipers are among the smallest birds you will see at the shore. They
are believed to have co-existed with dinosaurs 70 million years ago. There
are so many similarities between birds and dinosaurs that birds are now
considered “flying, feathered dinosaurs” the way bats are considered
“flying mammals.” Bats may have been among the mammals that also coexisted with dinosaurs before an asteroid slammed into the earth 66 million
years ago.

Fig. 6. Pastel of the Least Sandpiper bird
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4 DRAWING LANDSCAPES
On a walk with my dog, I came upon the scene in Fig. 7. My pastel
painting is on the left and the original photo is on the right. I was
astonished by the burst of yellow light behind a group of trees. My goal in
painting the scene was to draw just the trees and the bright yellow light. I
also noticed the hole in the tree at the right. Can you see the hole in the
tree? It has a black center.

Fig. 7. “Yellow Woods” by Fiona Geiser (pastel left; photo right)
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There is no rule that everything in a photograph has to be painted. Fig. 8
is a photograph that I took leading up to a red tree flaming in the afternoon
sun. I was fascinated by the shadows on the road leading up to it. So,
that was what I painted leaving out the speed sign and everything else that
did not communicate my emotional feeling. Can you compare the
photograph and my pastel painting and find all the things I left out?

Fig. 8. Photo of “Blazing Tree and Shadows” (on left); pastel on right.
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5. ABSTRACT PAINTING
Then I went a step further in Fig. 9 if you compare my pastel on the left to
my photo of the tree on the right. I simply drew an abstract version of the
tree using nearly all the colors in my pastel set.

How would you draw the scene?

Fig. 9. “Flaming Tree” pastel at left; photo at right.

